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Abstract: Spatial and temporal uncertainties are found in data for many critical applications. This
paper describes the use of interval-based representations of some spatial and temporal information.
Uncertainties in the information can arise from multiple sources in which degrees of support and
non-support occur in evaluations. This motivates the use of intuitionistic fuzzy sets to permit the use
of the positive and negative memberships to capture these uncertainties. The interval representations
will include both simple and complex or nested intervals. The relationships between intervals such
as overlapping, containing, etc. are then developed for both the simple and complex intervals.
Such relationships are required to support the aggregation approaches of the interval information.
Both averaging and merging approaches to interval aggregation are then developed. Furthermore,
potential techniques for the associated aggregation of the interval intuitionistic fuzzy memberships
are provided. A motivating example of maritime depth data required for safe navigation is used to
illustrate the approach. Finally, some potential future developments are discussed.

Keywords: spatial interval; temporal interval; intuitionistic fuzzy sets; averaging aggregation;
merging aggregation

1. Introduction

Spatial and temporal uncertainties commonly occur in a variety of problems. The mo-
tivations of this research are found in many areas in which there is uncertainty in temporal
and spatial data. The contributions of this paper are to introduce interval-based represen-
tations of spatial and temporal information. Next, fuzzy intuitionistic memberships are
used to represent the subjective uncertainty for such intervals. The interval representations
introduced comprise both simple and complex or nested intervals, and the relationships
between both sorts of intervals are illustrated. Finally, averaging and merging approaches
to aggregations of intervals and interval intuitionistic fuzzy memberships are developed.

Some typical examples are found in applications including the spatial and temporal
aspects that arise during intelligence analysis and prediction [1], in the area of criminal
forensics [2–4], and in forensic criminal anthropology [5]. Consider the case of a suspicious
death. A body may be found in another location in which the crime did not occur. Then,
there may be a number of uncertain indicators as to where death actually happened. Also,
based on an environmental issue such as temperature, the medical examiner can provide a
probable time range for the death, but also allow uncertainty of a wider time interval and a
degree of confidence related to this. Relationships between the intervals can help lead to
resolution of a crime, as overlap between the probable times and locations for a suspect
could be significant evidence in the investigation [6].

A well-known example of the impact of these sorts of imprecisions can be found in
the search for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370. The flight disappeared over the Indian Ocean
in 2014 and there was notable uncertainty in the times and the location of its possible flight
path. Information about the flight came from various sources with multiple uncertainties
including radar fixes, fuel capacity, plane characteristics, etc. [7]. A better specification of
the temporal intervals of the flight time and spatial intervals of the flight path could have
provided significant time and expense improvements for the search.
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For this sort of spatial and temporal information, specifically interval-based infor-
mation for this research, much of the uncertainty commonly occurs with investigators
and experts giving opinions both supporting and not supporting information in different
degrees. It is specifically because of these typical evaluations that intuitionistic fuzzy
memberships of spatial and temporal intervals are used in this paper to capture these sorts
of situations.

In this paper, Section 2 presents relevant spatial and temporal research and then
the techniques used for interval representation and fuzzy intuitionistic sets. Then, in
Section 3, simple and complex intervals are introduced and the relationships between
such intervals are provided. Next, the approach to aggregation of both intervals and
fuzzy intuitionistic memberships is developed. An example application of water depth
data intervals as required for maritime navigation is discussed. A sample computation of
aggregations of such data is performed and evaluations discussed. Lastly, in Section 4, the
main contributions of the paper are summarized and possible new research directions are
described.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Relevant Background

In this section, previous relevant research in the areas of both temporal and spatial
information is reviewed.

2.1.1. Temporal Information Research

One approach [8] considers a combination of inconsistent temporal interval relations
and probabilistic uncertainty conditions. The semantics of such relations can be conflicting,
and this is the basis of the concept of inconsistent relations developed in this approach to
deal with the uncertainty and conflict for temporal information. Another development used
an interval approach based on semi-intervals [9]. Here, conceptual neighborhoods were
utilized so that temporal relationships dealing with coarse and incomplete knowledge could
be resolved. These previous approaches do not deal directly with temporal intervals, but
instead consider the uncertainty relationships between such intervals. For the development
of temporal databases [10], the basic constructs of time-related information are modeled
by the types, point, interval, and span [11]. Another approach directly addresses fuzzy
temporal intervals [12,13]. In particular, using a trapezoidal fuzzy interval, expressions are
designed for the temporal relationships as well as inferencing for this representation of
intervals. Interval temporal logics have been based on the fuzzy Halpern theory for use
in several areas [14]. Applications of fuzzy temporal approaches include scheduling and
sequence modeling and evaluations of equipment effectiveness [15,16]. Often, spatial and
temporal data are combined in fuzzy spatiotemporal models. These arise from integrating
multisource data [17] and from data modeled by UML [18]. Additionally, rough set
techniques have been used in the development of temporal information systems [19,20].

2.1.2. Spatial Information Research

For spatial information, the issues of dealing with its imprecision and uncertainty
aspects have been considered by many researchers [21,22]. These issues arise especially
in the implementation and usage of geographical information systems (GISs) [23]. When
employing geographical information systems, in many applications, the value of decisions
using such tools will largely depend on decision makers’ ability to assess the validity and
reliability of the information as the basis for their decisions [24,25]. Several approaches have
been developed for manipulation and querying of fuzzy data in image processing [26–28],
including the R software package. Additionally, fuzzy spatial object models and infer-
ences have been used in some image processing approaches [29,30]. An application to
environmental planning used a fuzzy spatial situational assessment of wildfires [31].

In order to make effective use of geographical information systems technology, the
user has to be able to judge the characteristics of error and their degree in spatial databases,
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follow any error during GIS operations, and finally provide estimates of the accuracy of
the results which may be both graphic and numeric. The broad term accuracy is typically
used to represent the various types and characteristics of potential errors in geographical
information systems. However, for our purposes in this paper the typical aspects that can
be addressed by one or more of the various soft computing techniques are considered.
Often, the operations and processes used for spatial data make the assumption that the
common attributes and features, as well as their relationships, have a priori been developed
exactly and precisely. This ignores the fact that imprecision and inexactness occur for
the location of features and the specification of attribute values. Such imprecision and
inexactness can be produced in the processes found in several stages of the compilation
of data and development of a database. Spatial data uncertainty modeling has utilized
a variety of techniques including concepts from non-monotonic logics, Dempster–Shafer
evidence theory, fuzzy sets such as type 2 fuzzy and intuitionistic fuzzy sets, and rough
set theory approaches [32–34]. Dempster–Shafer approaches have been used to deal with
uncertainty in both spatial [35] and temporal data [36]. For both of these, a nested interval
representation used an inner interval that was more certain and an outer interval that was
possible but less certain.

2.2. Fuzzy Set Theory

This section first provides details on the formal mathematical background to be applied.
This includes basic definitions of fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, and interval theory.

2.2.1. Fuzzy Sets

Fuzzy set representations [37,38] are used to provide degrees of membership in a set
for data values in contrast to crisp sets. For a domain D, a fuzzy set, FS, is

FS(D) = {<aj, m(aj)>|0 ≤ m(aj) ≤ 1}, where aj ∈ D, j = 1 to n

Here, m(aj) is the membership of the data value aj.

2.2.2. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets

By allowing negative as well as positive memberships to be specified, intuitionistic
fuzzy set theory represents an extension of ordinary fuzzy set theory. Recall that an ordinary
fuzzy set has only one membership value for a data element ai. An intuitionistic fuzzy set
IFS(D) [39] permits positive, mS(ai), as well as negative membership values, mS * (ai).

IFS(D) = {<ai, m(ai), m * (ai)>|ai ∈D} where m(ai), m * (ai), ∈ [0, 1].

Specifically, the sum of the membership, m(ai), and non-membership, m * (ai), is not
necessarily one: 0 ≤ m(ai) + m * (ai) ≤ 1. Additionally, the hesitation h (ai)

h(ai) = 1 − (m(ai) + m * (ai))

is the degree of indeterminacy (hesitation).
Extensions to fuzzy intuitionistic sets are the Pythagorean [40] and the Fermatean [41]

approaches. They each provide extensions to the membership value restrictions, which are,
respectively,

0 ≤ m(ai)2 + m * (ai)2 ≤ 1

0 ≤ m(ai)3 + m * (ai)3 ≤ 1

This simply allows fewer restrictions for an individual to express their opinions
regarding memberships. This can be useful as the psychological aspect of providing
both positive and negative evaluations can be difficult. For example, consider a case for
memberships specified as

m(ai) = 0.85; m * (ai) = 0.65 and then m(ai) + m * (ai) = 1.5 > 1
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Now consider what these constraints are for Pythagorean and Fermatean approaches,
respectively:

0.72 + 0.42 = 1.14 > 1 and 0.62 + 0.27 = 0.89 < 1.

So, in a Fermatean representation, the less restricted memberships are allowed.

2.2.3. Interval Representation

In representing interval-valued uncertainty with fuzzy sets as opposed to the ordinary
crisp set representations, an overview of approaches to the representation of intervals is
provided. Here, the formalisms for intervals and interval arithmetic [42,43] are introduced.
Letting D be the domain, intervals can then be represented by the values of the upper, z†,
and lower, z†, bounds of an interval I (z):

I (z) = [z†, z†] = {z ∈ D|z† ≤ z ≤ z†}

where z† and z† are a pair of values from D.
For an interval I (z), the size or width of the interval, IW, is given as the difference of

the lower and upper bounds:

IW: I (z) → R+; IW (I (z)) = |z† − z†|

The interval width can be utilized as an information metric of the uncertainty for the
IFS of a data value z [44].

For intervals, many operations including arithmetic valuations have been defined in
general; however, for this paper, it is necessary to only utilize addition and subtraction. So,
the resultant intervals for addition or subtraction operations are shown next:

[z†, z†] OP [w†, w†] = [(z† + w†), (z† + w†)] or [(z† − w†), (z† − w†)]

where w ∈ Z, w† ≤ w ≤ w†.
Another operation that can be applicable for some applications is the idea of merging

intervals. Using Min on the lower bounds of intervals and Max on the upper bounds, the
merger of two intervals is then

Merge([z†, z†], [w†, w†]) = [Min (z†, w†), Max (z†, w†)]

Also, a definition of a subset for intervals is

[z†, z†], ⊆ [w†, w†] iff (z† ≤ w†) ∧ (z† ≤ w†).

3. Results

In this section, the approach to interval representation using both simple and complex
or nested intervals is considered. The intervals’ relationships will be outlined and illustrated.
Next, the aggregations of the uncertain intervals are provided. The averaging and merging
of both simple and complex intervals are described. Then, the final step is the combination
of the interval aggregations with the aggregation of the fuzzy memberships using effective
decision-making criteria.

Uncertain spatial or temporal intervals will be represented with the data interval
component denoted as Si and the associated intuitionistic memberships denoted as
Mb(Si) = (m(Si), m * (Si)). So, finally, a data collection D = {D1, . . . Dp} is

D = {D1 = (S1, Mb(S1)), D2 = (S2, Mb(S2 )), . . . Dp = (Sp, Mb(Sp))}.

3.1. Simple and Complex Intervals

Intervals will consist of two sorts: simple and complex. A simple interval is just
one for which the endpoints are well known as needed for an application:

Si = [Sli, Shi]
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Now, a complex interval representation is one in which a pair of nested intervals,
ISi and OSi, is used. The inner interval ISi represents the more certain data range and
correspondingly the outer interval OSi provides a plausible but less certain range:

ISi = [ISli, IShi], OSi = [OSli, OShi ] where OSli ≤ ISli and OShi ≥ IShi

For example:
Si = [OSi = [50, 100]; ISi = [60, 80]]

In general, the complex interval arises when, based on the initial uncertainty of
information sources, the information is developed as nested intervals of more certain
sub-intervals inside of the information range of values that are also possible.

Now, in general, for either simple or complex intervals there is the associated fuzzy
intuitionistic membership associated with an interval. These sorts of memberships are
typically generated by evaluations of the temporal or spatial information by experts or
analysts. They may be judging based on assessments of the source of the information, using
either direct field or sensor-acquired measurements. Their judgments on the information are
reflected in their assignment of positive and negative degrees of fuzzy memberships. These
assessments are associated with the data in either simple or the already described complex
intervals. Another finer assessment that may be made is when separate memberships are
associated with both the inner and outer nested intervals.

3.2. Interval Relationships

For aggregation of intervals, either an averaging aggregation or a merging aggregation
can be used. Both of these must take into account the following possible relationships
between intervals:

Non-intersecting, NI, abutting, AB, overlapping, OV, but not contained, and contained,
CO, but not equal as a special case.

The specifications for these relations for two simple intervals S1 and S2 need to be
provided before considering the case of nested intervals. For nested intervals, relationships
can be considered as between outer and inner intervals, and not all of the potential cases
but just some representative cases are shown. Also, it is feasible to consider the relationship
between a simple and a complex interval. In all cases, the relationship of intervals is
considered as moving from left to right on the x-axis.

1. Non-intersecting: NI(S1, S2)

The intervals are disjointed, S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, and there are conditions for both simple and
complex intervals that are required.

Simple interval: Sh1 < Sl2
Complex interval: OSh1 < OSl2

These conditions are shown in Figure 1 for simple and complex intervals.
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Figure 1. Non-intersecting simple and complex intervals.

Additionally, a numeric example illustrating complex intervals is

S1 = [50 [60, 80] 100]; S2 = [150 [160, 180] 200]

A consideration for the case of non-intersecting intervals could occur for some ag-
gregations. If a restriction on aggregations is assumed so that values not appearing in
one or more of the original intervals should appear in the result, then it may be violated
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for intervals in this case. Considering the numeric example, if the value 120 would result
for an S1 and S2 aggregation, this might be considered as an invalid result.

2. Abutting: AB (S1, S2)

For abutting, the condition that applies is between the upper bounds of S1 and lower
bounds of S2. The specific conditions for simple and complex intervals are

Simple interval: Sh1 = Sl2
Simple to complex: Sh1 = OSl2
Complex interval: OSh1 = OSl2

For example, for complex intervals,

S1 = [50 [60, 80] 100]]; S2 = [100 [160, 180] 200]]

3. Overlapping: OV(S1, S2)

In general, this means that the intersection of intervals is non-empty; S1 ∩ S2 ̸= ∅.
Next, it may be of interest to consider overlapping with outer or inner intervals for simple
with complex intervals and complex intervals with complex intervals. Here are some
example cases that include overlapping but not containing conditions.

Simple interval:

Sh1 > Sl2; Example on the left side of Figure 2.
For example, S1 = [1305, 1345], S2 = [1340, 1420]
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Simple to complex:

Case 1. Outer overlap only: Sh1 > OSl2 and Sh1 ≤ ISl2
For example, S1 =[50, 100]; S2 = [90 [160, 180] 200]
Case 2. Figure 2A. Inner overlap but not contained: Sh1 > ISl2
and Sh1 ≤ ISh2

Complex to complex:
In general, only some of the possible cases need to be considered:

Outer interval overlap: OSh1 > OSl2
Outer–inner interval overlap: OSh1 > ISl2

4. Contained: CO(S1, S2)

Simple intervals:

S2 contained in S1: Sl2 > Sl1 and Sh2 < Sh1. Therefore, note that if the intervals satisfy the
containing condition this means an overlap condition is also implied. The right side of
Figure 3 illustrates this.
For example, S1 = [1340, 1420], S2 = [1345, 1400]
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Simple to complex:

Inner interval of S2 contained in S1 (Figure 2B):
S11 < ISl2 and Sh1 > ISh2

A. Overlapping of S1 with inner interval of S2

3.3. Interval Aggregation

Two approaches can be used for interval aggregation, AGG(Si, Sk): averaging, AV, and
merging, MG. Each must be adapted for use with complex as well as simple intervals.

3.3.1. Simple Intervals

Here, first consider simple intervals. For averaging and merging, the interval end-
points are used to produce the interval AGG(Si, Sk), denoted ASik or MSik, respectively:

ASik = AV(Si, Sk) = [(Sli + Slk)/2, (Shi + Shk)/2]

MSik = MG(Si, Sk) = [Min(Sli, Slk), Max(Shi, Shk)]

For both of these, if the intervals have a non-intersecting relationship, a possibly
invalid value can occur in the result. Also, consider the width of the intervals, IW, as one
indicator of the uncertainty of intervals. For averaging aggregation, the width of IW(ASik)
is less than or equal to the maximum of the two original intervals IW(Si) and IW(Sk). For
MG (Si, Sk), the resultant interval width IW(MSik) will always be greater than that of the
averaging aggregation IW(ASik) [45].

3.3.2. Complex Intervals

Now, a similar approach can be followed for complex intervals by averaging the inner
and outer interval endpoints. So here, for the inner interval, the following is true:

AVI(Si, Sk) = [ISlik = (ISli + ISlk)/2, IShik = (IShi + IShk)/2]

Then, obtaining for the outer intervals, AVO(Si, Sk), similarly, the complex interval
result finally obtained by nesting AVI(Si, Sk) and AVO(Si, Sk) is

ASik = AV(Si, Sk) = [OSlik [ISlik, ISlhik] OSlhik]

Likewise, following up with the merging of the intervals, first, for the inner interval,
there is

MGI(Si, Sk) = [ISlik = Min (ISli, ISlk), IShik = Max(IShi, IShk)]

So following this operation on the outer interval, the final merged interval is obtained:

MSik = MG(Si, Sk) = [OSlik [ISlik, IShik] OShik]

For both of these aggregations, it must be determined if the final aggregated result is
valid. This means the nesting of the inner interval inside of the outer interval is correctly
maintained. If the original intervals, Si, Sk, are correctly nested, the contained relationship,
CO(OSi, ISi), holds. Then, this means ISli = OSli + n, n ≥ 0. Likewise, ISlk = Oslk + m,
m ≥ 0. Then,

ISlik = (ISli + ISlk)/2 = (OSli + n, OSlk + m)/2 = OSlik + (n + m)/2, (n + m)/2 ≥ 0
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The same analysis can be performed for the upper endpoints of the intervals, and then
CO(OSik, ISik) satisfies the contained relationship.

Next, the nesting is seen to be maintained when the aggregation is merging.

ISlik = Min (ISli, ISlk) = Min (OSli + n, OSlk + m)

Let (OSli + n) ≥ (OSlk +m), and so ISlik = OSli + n, n ≥ 0, which is a valid nesting.
Again, the same applies to the upper bound, and so CO (OSik, ISik) satisfies the contained
relationship.

Now, when considering comparisons of merging and averaging aggregation, it is
clear that merging results entail more uncertainty. Still, for applications where the original
values of intervals should be preserved, merging aggregation should be considered. This
is because the intervals produced by averaging are often less reflective of the information
in the original intervals. Intuitively, this illustrates the contrasting optimistic (averaging)
versus pessimistic (merging) interpretations.

3.3.3. Aggregation of Memberships

Following the aggregation of intervals, the aggregation of the associated memberships,
AGG(Mbi, Mbk), is addressed. Afterwards, both interval and membership aggregations
are combined to provide a final result. For AGG(Mbi, Mbk), a straightforward approach
uses a possible set of operators, {Min, Max, Avg), which are generally seen as good default
choices [46,47]. Some alternatives may be used to provide aggregation that addresses
problems with the standard set in certain circumstances, such as an OWA averaging
approach [48]. For the purposes of this paper, the simpler approach is used as it is sufficient
to illustrate the overall intent. The choices of Max versus Min represent an aggressive
versus a more conservative stance. In case there is no preference, an Average is reasonable.
So, for positive and negative memberships the aggregation is

AGG(Mb1, . . .Mbp ) = (OPi-1..p (m (Si)), OPi-1..p (m * (Si)))

where the operator OP is either Min, Max, or Avg. So for each, there are the following:

mMin = Mini = 1..p m (Si) m * Min = Mini = 1..p m * (Si)

mMax = Maxi = 1..p m (Si) m * Max = Maxi = 1..p m * (Si)

mAvg = (∑p
i =1 m (Si))/p m ∗ Avg = ( ∑p

i=1 m ∗ (Si))/p

Now it is necessary to confirm that the results are valid for these operators, i.e., the
sum of the resulting memberships is less than or equal to one. Assume that for the given p
data membership values, the following is true:

m (Si) + m * (Si) = bi, bi ≤ 1, i = 1. . .p

First, the averaging operator is considered and so obtains a valid result:

mAvg + m ∗ Avg = (∑p
i =1 bI)/p ≤ 1

Next, the Max and Min operator results are discussed. For mMax + m * Max the
bounding case occurs when both memberships’ maximums could be 1. While improbable
for m * Max, this must be considered as possible. Then, mMax + m * Max = bMax = 2 is a
violation. A resolution is to normalize by the exceeding sum, bMax. This follows as

mMax/bMax + m * Max/bMax = 1.

While this resolves the issue, it might skew the values, making their interpretation
difficult. Finally, it seems unlikely that mMin + m * Min > 1 would occur, but this cannot be
ruled out and then could be dealt with as for the Max case.
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3.3.4. Selection Criteria for Full Aggregations

Before the final aggregation step using aggregations of both intervals and member-
ships, consideration might be given to alternative aggregations based on the ranges of
memberships. Given a particular interpretation and application, it may be desirable to
have their values taken into account. One possibility is to prune the data in D to eliminate
Dis with memberships that may be less relevant before aggregating. Another approach
is to partition the data D based on membership relations and aggregate these partitions
separately. Both may help to enhance the understanding of the aggregation results and
their usability.

First, examine pruning of Dis where the sum of memberships is low. Consider the
case

m (Si) + m * (Si) < K,

where K is a threshold that the sum should exceed. To illustrate, let m (Si) = 0.2, m * (Si) = 0.1;
then m (Si) + m * (Si) = 0.3, which could be considered unacceptable. So, if K is taken as
a limit such that a sum less than K indicates that for the interval Si, the evaluation is not
strong or reliable, either in a positive or negative sense, then this evaluation lacks sufficient
strength and it may be better to not use it in the final aggregation.

Finally, another approach is to structure the Dis based on membership ranges. For
example, again consider cases where the larger positive or negative membership is greater
than some threshold K. Then, the data can be partitioned based on the memberships.
For example, consider having four partitions for the positive and negative memberships,
respectively, based on the threshold value:

P1 = {Di|m (Si) ≥ m * (Si) ∧ m (Si) ≥ K)}

P2 = {Di|m (Si) ≥ m * (Si) ∧ m (Si) < K)}

N1 = {Di|m (Si) ≤ m * (Si) ∧ m * (Si) ≥ K}

N2 = {Di|m (Si) ≤ m * (Si) ∧ m * (Si) < K}

Using these, a full aggregation can then be carried out separately on each partition.
These results may be more useful than when the data are aggregated totally, where it may
be more difficult to see the discriminations possible with such an organization.

3.3.5. Bathymetry Aggregation Application Example

As an application example of spatial uncertainties, consider the issue of the possible
range of sea bottom depths required for ship navigation [49]. A navigator or sea floor
mapper uses multiple different sources of depth (bathymetry) information. It is well
known that depending on the region under consideration there may be different sources of
depth estimates that can be quite variable, dated, and inconsistent [50]. Many shipwrecks
have occurred due to imprecision or errors in navigation charts. One report shows over
100,000 maritime incidents during the last 20 years. Such incidents have involved passenger,
cargo, and naval ships [51]. This application is often termed as estimates of depth under
the keel for a particular ship.

An example of possible depth range (interval) and uncertainty assessments that might
be found for these sorts of navigation concerns is described next. These are assumed to
have been analyzed/annotated with positive and negative memberships based on data
sources. This example consists of three estimates of data intervals in feet, S1, S2, and S3, and
their associated fuzzy intuitionistic memberships. Now, aggregating these data and using
the prior selection criteria, different aggregations are possible. Here are twelve examples of
such data, shown in

D = {D1, D2, . . . D12}:

D1 = (S1 = [9, 18], Mb(S1) = (0.7, 0.2)); D2 = (S2 = [9, 18], Mb(S2) = (0.6, 0.4));
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D3 = (S3 = [11, 19], Mb(S3) = (0.6, 0.3)); D4 = (S4 = [14, 17], Mb(S4) = (0.5, 0.2));

D5 = (S5 = [14, 17], Mb(S5) = (0.8, 0.2)); D6 = (S6 = [9, 18], Mb(S6) = (1.0, 0))

D7 = (S7 = [9, 18], Mb(S7) = (0.5, 0.4)); D8 = (S8 = [9, 18], Mb(S8) = (0.8, 0.1));

D9 = (S9 = [14, 17], Mb(S9) = (0.3, 0.2)); D10 = (S10 = [14, 17], Mb(S10) = (0.6, 0.2));

D11 = (S11 = [14, 17], Mb(S11) =(0.7, 0.2)); D12 = (S12 = [11, 19], Mb(S12) = (0.3, 0.7))

For each aggregation case, both the averaging and merging results of the intervals are
computed and denoted: SAvg, SMg. Following this, the computations of the Average, Max,
and Min of the memberships are shown.

Now we consider the full aggregation of the data AGG (D1. . .D12). First, using
averaging of memberships we obtain

((SAvg [11.4, 17.75], SMg = [9, 19]); MbAvg = (0.62, 0.26)).

If we use Max and Min for the memberships, we have for Max (1.0, 0.7) and for Min
(0.3, 0.0). These are not very useful as Max violates the sum condition and Min seems
uninformative.

Proceeding to perform some the pruning and partitioning seems appropriate here. For
D9, m(S9) + m * (S9) = 0.3 +0.2 < K = 0.6 is a value less than the threshold. So, by pruning
D9 the aggregation result is S’:

((S’Avg = [11.18, 17.82], S’Mg = [9, 19]); MbAvg = (0.65, 0.25)); MbMax = (1.0, 0.7) and MbMin = (0.3, 0).

This results in a very slight difference from the full data aggregation, as expected when
pruning only one entry.

Next, D is partitioned using K = 0.6 as the criterion. The result is

P1 = {D1, D5, D6, D8, D11}; P2 = {D2, D3, D4, D7, D10}; N1 = {D12}

N1 has only one entry and thus its value is just D12. Proceeding next to aggregate P1
and P2 and discussing the results where the interval value for averaging is followed by the
merging, for P1,

P1: {SP1Avg = [11, 17.6]; SP1Mg = [9, 18];

Mbavg = (0.8, 0.14), Mbmax =(1.0, 0.2), Mbmin = (0.7, 0)}

Then, for P2,
P2: {SP2Avg [11.4, 17.8]; SP2Mg = [9, 19];

Mbavg = (0.56, 0.3), Mbmax = (0.6, 0.4), Mbmin = (0.5, 0.2)}

These aggregated interval values are basically the same for P1 and P2. Since these were
partitioned based on the threshold K, as expected, the aggregated memberships are larger
for P1 as these were the Dis’ values above the threshold K. Probably the more interesting
observation is the difference shown in the P1 results compared to the aggregation of the
entire set of data D. The P1 aggregation illustrates results where putting more emphasis
on the data with larger positive memberships could provide more insight for certain
applications.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we have introduced interval representations for uncertain spatial or
temporal information. In particular, we have used intuitionistic fuzzy sets to capture the
uncertainty commonly associated with such data. This approach used both simple and
complex nested intervals to represent the data. Aggregations of the intervals and fuzzy
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memberships were developed and evaluated. Finally, an example illustrating considera-
tions for dealing with aggregations of navigation depths was developed.

Several open questions or extensions that can be considered involve further issues on
how to represent uncertainty in many applications. Considering the intervals that were
used, the boundaries of intervals were basically fixed. For a temporal interval it would
not be unusual to encounter a statement such as ‘from about 8 PM to around 10 PM’. An
appropriate representation to capture this usage would be to allow the bounds themselves
to have an uncertain representation. Several of the uncertainty techniques discussed could
be applicable for supporting this. One problem that would then need to be considered is
the redefining of interval relationships. Also, for aggregation, the averaging and merging
approaches would require modifications. For this, OWA approaches to aggregation of the
memberships should be considered. For complex intervals, there may then be different
ways to deal with imprecision of the inner and outer intervals. The further extension of
simple intervals would involve all of these issues.

For spatial data, we only considered one-dimensional linear intervals. Consideration
of two-dimensional spatial objects can use the approaches given here but extend them. For
such objects, there have been developments of broad spatial boundaries.
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